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Robyn Papworth is a passionate Exercise Physiologist, Masters qualified Developmental  
Educator, Speaker, and Trainer who supports children with developmental delay, autism, 
anxiety, ADHD, cerebral palsy, down syndrome, and  learning difficulties. 

Robyn advocates for children who are finding learning overwhelming. Robyn empowers  
parents, educators, and teachers by raising awareness about developmental milestones 
and various learning needs for children with developmental delay. Robyn also designs fun  
exercise programs that provide children with the motor skills training they need to bridge the 
gap in the mainstream education sector for children with learning difficulties.
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About the author
Robyn's	Background

Robyn is an Accredited Exercise Physiologist, Masters qualified Developmental Educator, Certified 
Trainer and mother of 3 beautiful children Isla (5), Hugh (5), and Phoebe (2). 

Isla, Hugh, and Phoebe are pictured in the images below and you will see their photos throughout this 
training manual to show you the journey that a child takes in their motor development.

Robyn started her career providing motor control rehabilitation exercise programs over 10 years ago 
in the aged care sector. Robyn helped people with Parkinson's disease, Multiple Sclerosis, stroke, 
dementia, Polio, cerebral palsy, etc. Robyn designed and implemented specialised motor skills  
programs to improve elderly' motor skills such as walking, eating with cutlery, drinking from a cup, 
getting in and out of bed, etc. It was in aged care where Robyn discovered common motor skills that 
we take for granted. Robyn enjoyed the challenges and triumphs of working on every day life skills to 
bring as much independence and comfort as possible.

Robyn's journey in the early learning and primary school sector began 6 years ago when she was 
pregnant with her twins Isla and Hugh (pictured above). Robyn's son Hugh was positioned laterally 
(sidewards) in her womb which meant that he lacked the space to roll and move upside down in the 
womb. Robyn's daughter Isla (pictured above) was positioned both 'head down' and 'breach' at 
different times during the pregnancy. Isla's motor skills have always seemed to develop faster and 
smoother than compared to her twin Hugh. 

Robyn encourages all parents to not make comparisons between their children. As a twin mum, this 
advice is easier said than done but Robyn strongly believes that each child develops their motor skills 
at different ages. Sometimes parents and maternal health teams are placing too much emphasis on 
the month or year that a child achieves their milestones, rather than observing technique and the 
pattern of development. While it is important to achieve some milestones within a broad time frame, 
each child needs to be given the time to develop at their own rate, and be given the opportunity and 
the space to develop their motor skills and balance without fancy 'walkers', 'baby equipment', etc. 

Isla, Hugh and Phoebe all demonstrate their own unique strengths and challenges. The goal for a 
parent is to give each child the best possible start to their development and education, at a level 
which caters for their individual ability and interests.

Throughout this manual you will learn how motor control provides our body with the ability to walk, 
run, roll, climb, balance, throw, catch, write, play, and many more every day activities. This training 
manual outlines play activity ideas for each developmental milestone and also contains morning circle 
routines which have been designed to help children develop fundamental motor skills needed for 
school and most importantly for everyday life. 
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Robyn's	WHY

Since working in the early learning and education sectors, I have observed children in a range of  
kindergartens and early learning centres throughout Melbourne who become stressed and frustrated 
with basic motor skills such as opening food packets, tying shoe laces, writing their name, opening 
the zip of their bag, putting on their own coat, etc. I have also worked with many passionate  
educators and teachers who feel increasingly concerned about childrens' motor development -  
particularly for skills such as independence with activities of daily living, sitting cross-legged,  
balancing, and fine motor skills. 

Real Life Inspirations

My	son	Hugh	-	watching	his	development	delay	improve	
from	birth	through	to	the	age	of	5	years

As mentioned above, Hugh was positioned laterally (across my 
tummy) in my womb for the majority of the 3rd trimester when I 
was pregnant with Hugh and Isla. For Hugh to not have enough 
room to roll and experience 'upside down', hindered his early 
stages of  
motor skill development. When Hugh was born I would tip him 
slowly upside down and see his eyes roll back and his facial  
expressions showed discomfort and fear. With small amounts 
of  
going upside down in my arms each day his brain, vestibular  
system and body started to get used to it. 

However, once he was able to confidently walk he needed  
additional practice with balancing, hopping and jumping  
because all of these actions require a strong vestibular system. 
It took hours and hours of movement and practice, spinning 
and moving his head up and down, to have Hugh's balance 
school ready by the age of 5 years.

Now I'm sure Hugh's development would have been quicker if I had just one baby at home. I would 
have been able to solely focus on Hugh's development. However, having another beautiful baby 
to support did make it challenging for me to put Hugh's exercises as top priority. Having twins has 
taught me a lot about patience, time management, and to not compare children. My 'therapist hat' 
wanted Hugh to do play therapy every day. Although, my 'mum hat' wanted to snuggle them on the 
couch, have a shower, and spend 5 minutes to myself having a cup of tea. So my advice to you, is do 
what you can and remove the 'mummy guilt'. 

When parenting becomes too overwhelming, recruit as much support as you can (and don't feel bad 
about it). If you ever feel concerned about your child's development, don't feel afraid to chat to your 
doctor or maternal health nurse. There are many non-judgmental and amazing allied health  
professionals who can be there to support you. Just like a team of health professionals supported my 
family.
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3	year	old	boy	with	poor	muscle	tone	and	balance	difficulties
 
This little boy comes to mind because I wanted to highlight how amazing children are at adapting to 
their development weaknesses, to the point that only an 'in tune' mum and dad, or an allied health  
professional were able to spot the challenges that this little boy was having.

When I went to see this little boy for the first time, he was eager to play with the fun toys in my bag. 
As I was watching his movement getting down on to the floor and back up in to standing, I could see 
that he wasn't using his toes or the 'balls of his feet' to push himself up. Now this might not seem like 
a big deal at first. But with each step that we take when walking, our heel touches the ground first, 
we lean our body weight forward so that our body weight moves from our heel through our arch to 
the balls of our feet, and then the last thing to push our body weight in to the next step is our big toe. 
When we don't use our big toe for 'propulsion' in to the next step, we get a very heavy walking pattern 
(gait). You will hear this as people sound like their thudding up and down the hallway. Long term this 
can create huge stress on ankle, knee, and hip joints.

The reason why we need our big toe involved in our standing, balancing, and walking, is that our 
big toe helps our balance system sense where we are, our big toe also helps us to change direction 
when we're running and playing. These are the current challenges that this little boy is facing. He 
finds it hard to have the 'push off' strength to walk up and down a big step, he trips over a lot at home, 
if he is nudged in the playground he immediately falls over. By focusing on his foot movement, we 
give him improvements in balance, walking, running, hopping, and jumping. All of these skills make 
his experiences at school and on the playground more enjoyable. It's the tiny changes that we work 
on, that can create a huge difference to a child's overall development.

5	year	old	who	has	difficulty	sitting	still	and	following	instructions

I met this young man in March this year. He started the school year one month later than his class. 
He hadn't been to kindergarten or any early learning service before starting school and when I met 
him I did my initial test of handing him a coloured pencil and what I observed was heartbreaking. This 
little man didn't know what colour the pencil was, he had never held a pencil because he didn't know 
what to do with the pencil. When I started to teach him how to hold the pencil and use the pencil he 
looked so awkward in this hand grip but so excited about using a new tool. He happily scribbled for 5 
minutes.	After 5 minutes I handed him a different pencil. Again, he didn't know what colour the pencil 
was, he didn't know which hand to take the pencil from me with. He fumbled over his left and right 
hand like the didn't use his hands enough in his previous play experiences. Not only did this young 
boy start his school term late and behind his peers, his motor development was also behind before he 
even started his schooling life.

I continued to do some basic motor development tests with him on his first day. He still had his  
infantile reflexes; his body awareness was poor; he was unable to cross the midline; and when I went 
to sit with him on the ground in a cross-legged position, as soon as I crossed his legs over with him, 
his upper body slumped right back in to my lap. It was like this young man had never sat up on the 
floor before. 

This young boy's teachers, education support staff and myself are trying to catch him up at school 
every day, but my passion now is to prevent this delay from happening to children in the first place by 
bridging the gap in early learning classrooms and by supporting early learning professionals who are 
currently lobbying to improve access for children to 3 year old kindergarten.
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4	year	old	with	delayed	motor	development	possibly	due	to	chronic	technology	use

Whenever I run my training workshops about the impact of technology on motor development I 
think about this young man. Now he's probably 6 or 7 years old now, but when I met him he was 
4. I went in to his home to support his sister who has an intellectual disability. What I observed 
was a busy family of 4 children, mum and dad who were all extremely stressed and overwhelmed 
with their daughter who has special needs. When I observed this 4 year old boy, I could see him 
staring at his smart device (tablet). He looked up at me to politely to say hello and goodbye, but for 
the remainder of the time I was there he didn't move away from his smart device. His posture was 
stooped over. His eyes and head were set focused still on the device.

The next session at their home I took some ball games for the whole family to play so they could 
all connect with each other, particularly at a level for their sister to be able to be included. What I  
observed with the 4 year old's motor skills was concerning. As I threw him a soft large ball, he 
was unable to catch it. As we all tried to hop, spin on the spot, and clap to a rhythm, his sister with 
an intellectual disability was having so much fun, but the 4 year old boy found it exhausting. That 
night I encouraged the parents to come to my technology and motor development webinar, with no 
judgment or blame, I just wanted them to understand how technology impacts a child's learning. 

The next session at their home, we had no smart devices, and all of us were practising our motor 
skills. All family members were laughing and smiling, including me. Once I inspired the family to 
play and interact with each other, the family's dynamic shifted and their home energy felt electric. 
This is one of my favourite family session moments to date because I have hopefully provided this 
family with a glimpse of excitement, inspiration, and hope, which will change their life long-term.

Before implementing the exercises outlined in 
this manual
This manual is a guide for:

 early learning educators in junior kinder and kindergarten rooms

 education support workers and childcare workers 

 parents/grandparents who support children who are aged 18 months to 5 years

 primary school teachers - foundation, Grade 1, and students with special needs, and 

 maternal health nurses who support families with children, aged 18 months to 5 years 

This manual is not an individualised program to treat your specific child or student. This manual is 
a guide only. It is important to understand that any concerns that you have regarding your child or 
student should be directed to your general practitioner or paediatrician. 

If you have a child with a diagnosis or health condition which may impact their ability to participate 
in any of these exercises or if you have any concerns, be sure to contact your doctor or  
paediatrician before participating in this program.

Typically I prescribe exercises to children after completing a formal individual assessment, so 
thout a formal assessment being completed for your child or student, use this training manual 
wisely. For example, if you feel like your child may find an activity too challenging, then move on to 
the next activity. If you feel like your child may be at risk with a particular activity, then move on to 
the next activity. 
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While	looking	at	the	image	below,	imagine	what	types	of	movements	my	daughter	Phoebe	had	
to	learn	to	be	able	to	achieve	the	skill	of	eating	one	blueberry	at	a	time	from	her	tray.	

Firstly break down the task of eating a blueberry (from the 
high chair tray) in to small movement steps:

1	-	Balance	and	core	strength	

 Phoebe is sitting upright without falling to the side
 because her body has learnt the feeling of sitting 
 upright through experiencing the feeling of falling or
 tipping over and being propped back up to an upright   
 position again by an adult.

2	-	Object	identification

 Phoebe's visual system is helping her to notice  that   
 there are blueberries on her tray. She is aware now  
 that blueberries are an object that are safe to eat after  
 observing how her parent or caregiver reacts to her   
 behaviour when she places a blueberry in her mouth,   
 versus the reaction she receives when she places a   
 block or a bead in her mouth.

3	-	Fine	motor	skill	development

 Phoebe started by picking up one individual blueberry  
 at a time with her whole hand. She used to squish   
 the blueberry everywhere before learning how to pick  
 up the blueberry gently with just her fingers. This  

process of progressing from squishing each blueberry to carefully picking up blueberries is called  
neuroplasticity. Read	the	next	page	to	learn	more.

4	-	Spatial	awareness

 Through trial and error and making mistakes, Phoebe has developed the ability to know where
 her fingers are on her body in relation to the location of her mouth. She has also developed
 the spatial awareness needed to understand how far her hand is from the blueberries that are   
 positioned on the high chair. To make this activity more complex, Phoebe has also learnt how
 to position her fingers so that they are close enough to pick up the blueberry without the 
 fingers being positioned too close that they squish the blueberry, or too far away that her fingers  
 drop the blueberry. As a result she has achieved the ability to place the blueberry into her 
 mouth without the blueberry hitting her nose or without dropping the blueberry back on to the   
 tray.

5	-	Oral	motor	function

 With practice and neuroplasticity, Phoebe has developed the ability to chew and swallow the  
 blueberry safely without choking. All of these motor skills listed above are mastered by 
 practicing a variety of skills over and over again; learning from mistakes, and persisting with the  
 task without giving up.

How do we learn a new motor skill?
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Every time Phoebe picks up a blueberry or piece of food from her high chair 
tray she learns from her previous motor skill mistakes. Her brain adjusts her 
next move so that she has less chance of making the same mistake again. This 
pattern of learning helps Phoebe to make coordinated movements while eating 
--> dropping and squishing less blueberries with the more practice that her brain 
and body experiences.

Every workshop that I run I explain the process of neuroplasticity (learning or  
refining a new skill) by explaining the process of making a daisy chain. Imagine 

the process of making a daisy chain, connecting each daisy link by link. The 
flower bud of the daisy chain refers to the 'computer system' section of our neurons. The branch of 
the daisy chain refers to the branches of our neurons. These branches connect one neuron to the 
next, to the next, to the next.

Just like building a daisy chain, the more you practice, the 
longer the daisy chain or neural pathway becomes. Every 
time Phoebe makes a mistake and drops a blueberry, her 
eyes and hands tell her brain that she has made an error 
and her brain and body adjusts her next move with a small 
change in technique, force, speed, etc. Phoebe's brain is 
building another daisy link, or another neural (nerve)  
pathway with every error (dropping or squishing the 
blueberry) that she makes. The more Phoebe practices this 
skill, the stronger her neural pathway becomes (the longer 
the daisy chain), until her movements are more accurate 
and smooth.

Who	is	building	the	daisy	chain?

When I work with parents who are finding it frustrating 
to get their children to follow instructions or complete an 
every day task independently, I observe a similar theme. 
The mum or dad is telling the child; 'put your shoes on', 'eat 
your toast', 'sit down', etc. When the child doesn't respond 
quick enough, the parent puts their shoes on for the child, 
hand/spoon feeds the child, or sits the child on their lap instead of waiting for the child to complete 
the task without parental involvement.

A parent who is trying to support and help their child is actually creating their own daisy chain  
(neural pathway) for these skills. Although their child is involved in the process, unless the child 
physically does these actions themself, their daisy chain isn't growing longer. The child's brain isn't 
getting any closer to developing the motor skill independently, until these motor skills are given the 
opportunity to make mistakes, refine, and practice, over and over again.

As messy as eating blueberries can be, at some stage each child needs to be able to have the 
opportunity to practice each skill so that they can make as many mistakes as their brain and body 
needs, with the ultimate goal being --> be able to complete the activity independently in a smooth 
and coordinated manner. Until the child makes mistakes, watches and feels their mistakes, they are 
unable to become independent in that skill. So my advice is to always imagine whether you would 
still want to be putting the child's shoes on in 6 months time?

What is neuroplasticity?
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Fine Motor Milestones - Grasping, releasing
Each day I observe children who have poor grasping and releasing 
skills. I watch children pick up a pair of scissors and 'snip' at their 
paper. I meet children who find it difficult to coordinate how hard 
they hold your hand, and children who hold their pencil so tight that 
I feel sorry for the pencil.

The skill of grasping is developed before learning the skill of 
releasing/dropping an object. Children learn quickly how to grasp a 
rattle, grasp a finger. The milestone of releasing is seen when 
babies start to realise that they can drop food off of their high-chair!

Developing a smooth grasp and release action is crucial for writing, 
eating with a spoon, using scissors, etc. However, I see too many 
children who are not practising these fine motor skills enough and 
the consequences of this is children who find handwriting, scissor 
cutting, and fine motor activities frustrating and will often avoid 
these types of activities all together.

Grasping, Releasing Activities

Sprinkling
Kids love cooking. They love 
the feeling of independence 
and purpose. They love 
spending quality time with 
their family and educators, 
and of course they love the 
smell and the yummy treats 
that come along after cooking.

As a therapist I love cooking 
because it stimulates all of 
the seven senses and this 
sprinkling activity is fantastic 
for teaching children how to 
control their hand pressure so 
that they grasp the sprinkles 
in their hand and only gently 
release a small amount of 
sprinkles at a time.

Playing	with	puppets
Puppets are used by most 
speech pathologists to  
encourage language and 
social play. As an Exercise 
Physiologist I love puppets 
for the purpose of getting the 
hand to grasp and release 
(open and shut) with rhythm.
 
As the child pretends to be 
a puppet, they stabilise their 
hand inside the puppet and 
they slowly open and close 
(grasp and release) their hand 
to pretend that the puppet is 
talking. This controlled  
grasping and releasing 
movement is a great fine 
motor activity.

Sorting	small	objects
First things first, make sure 
that you are only providing 
this activity to children who 
don't place small objects in 
their mouth.

Sorting objects from one 
container to another is 
excellent for learning to 
control the motor skills of 
grasp and release. Small 
objects start to teach the child 
pincer grip, so once they're 
safe to do so, encourage 
sorting small objects. If you 
place one container on each 
side of the child's body/
midline, you can then start 
to introduce the motor skill of 
crossing the midline.
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Teach	children	to	understand	their	body
Spatial awareness refers to the ability of the brain 
and body to understand where your nose is  
compared to your belly button, where you hand is 
compared to the cup, etc. Encourage children of 
all ages to point to their nose, ears, toes, knees, 
shoulders, etc. with both eyes opened and eyes 
closed. Practice picking up objects from the floor, 
table, or off of a shelf.

With poor spatial awareness children often trip 
over and lose their balance, bump in to people, 
have difficulty holding a pencil, are unaware of our 
own force so may seem destructive.

Spatial Awareness Exercises - Learn about the body

The typical age to see children play with their 
own feet is between 4 months and 8 months.

It is important for children to interact with their 
own feet because stimulating a baby's feet is one 
of the first steps to learning how to crawl (think 
about when you apply pressure to a baby's foot 
to help them 'push off' and crawl).

Providing sensation to the feet is also important 
for learning how to stand, walk, run, jump, and 
balance. 

Developmental Milestones - Spatial Awareness

Practice	targeting
For young children, playing with dolls is a 
wonderful activity to encourage spatial awareness. 
Firstly, encourage children to point to the doll's 
eyes, ears, mouth, feet, etc. Then model play by 
pretending to feed the baby, dress the baby, and 
bath the baby.

When a child pretends to feed a doll, their brain 
needs to coordinate the spoon with their hand 
(shoulder stabilisation and fine motor skill 
development), then be able to target the spoon 
towards the doll's mouth (spatial awareness). This 
activity is a lot more complex than you may think! 

May I add, even dolls are a great educational 
resource for boys (controversial I know)!

Spatial Awareness Exercises - Targeting
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Research has found that 2 to 5 year olds spend an average of 2 hours using  
electronics (TV, smart devices) each day.

Technology - the good, the bad, and the ugly

The	Good
Technology has been great 
for helping my children to 
develop motor skills such as 
rolling, crawling, and walking.

I have used a remote control 
to encourage Phoebe to roll. 
I have used robotic toys to 
motivate Phoebe to crawl and 
I have often used my camera 
to show Hugh how to achieve 
the correct technique when 
pracfising his motor skills.

The	Bad
My concerns with excessive 
use of technology (more than 
2 hours per day) is the  
impact that is may be having 
on children's posture and core 
strength.
 
Most children slouch back in 
the couch or lay on their bed 
in awkward positions when 
playing on their smart device. 
So encourage tummy time 
viewing as much as possible.

The	Ugly
Technology may be changing 
the way our children hold a 
pencil, delay their vestibular  
function, and impair their 
ability to focus. In the image 
above you can see that Hugh 
rarely moves his head when 
using his tablet (reducing 
information to his vestibular 
system), uses a pronation 
hand position (hand faces 
down instead of sidewards for 
handwriting).

I use technology every day to run my business, connect 
with my family and friends, and find my way to different 
training locations. 

We all know that technology needs to be used in  
moderation and that our use of technology needs to be  
coupled with a healthy and active lifestyle. However, we 
have all become extremely reliant on a smart device that 
can negatively impact our posture, focus, balance, vision, 
coordination, and health.

I am the first to admit that all of my three children use  
technology. They love playing games, drawing pictures, 
taking photos, and watching movies. The key to using  
technology is combining it with the exercises that have 
been outlined throughout this book so that their motor 
development isn't hindered by a smart device.

Below I have outlined the good, the bad, and the ugly 
components of technology to raise awareness about what 
technology is doing to some of our children's development 
and learning outcomes.
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Building Independence

If your child has difficulty getting dressed then practice the activities below.

Practice,	practice,	practice	
Every time that your child tries 
to put on their sock their brain 
is building new neural 
pathways to improve their 
coordination and speed.

Every time your child makes 
a mistake with their hands or 
the position of their foot, their 
body and brain work together 
to fix the error next time  
(refine the skill).

If you put the socks on for 
them, their brain isn't given 
the opportunity to practice.

Tear	Paper
The hand movement that is 
required for putting on a sock 
or pulling down a zip is similar 
to the movement that is 
required for tearing paper.

Encourage the child to tear 
small squares of paper using 
only the thumb and pointer 
finger on each hand.

This pinching activity is similar 
for a range of dressing 
activities. Be sure to practice 
this skill when the child is 
relaxed and not flustered with 
the busy morning routine.

Get	to	know	your	feet
Getting dressed requires fine 
motor skills as well as having 
the hands and feet work 
together (bilateral 
coordination, spatial 
awareness).

We often communicate with 
a child by shaking their hand, 
giving them a high 5, etc. 
However, we rarely interact 
with a child's feet. This is why 
it is important to encourage 
different sensations to the feet 
such as foot tickles, figure 8's 
with the toes, softly squeezing 
the soles of the feet, etc.

I am still surprised to see children pushed to their 
first day of kindergarten in a pusher, observing their 
parents put their velcro shoes on for them, and 
watching educators open up children's chip packets.

Thinking back to the pages above where I wrote 
about neuroplasticity (the daisy chain), it's 
important to remember that if you complete a motor 
skill for the child, (put their shoes on, open up their 
chip packet, write their name for them) it is your brain 
that is improving the neural pathways for that 
particular motor skill, not the child's brain improving 
the neural pathways.

So next time a child asks you for help to open their 
chip packet, write their name, or do their button up, 
encourage the child to practice the skill and increase 
their involvement in their own motor development.
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Manage Big Emotions with Fine Motor Activities
Have you ever learnt a new skill such as knitting, tennis, or a musical 
instrument? Remember how frustrating it can be when you keep  
making mistakes, forget the correct technique? Imagine how young 
children feel every day as they drop their spoon of cereal, miss the ball 
that is being thrown to them, struggle to get on and off the little chair. 
No wonder children have so many tantrums!

I didn't learn about tantrums until I had children of my own. In a one on 
one therapy session with a client I experienced meltdowns and bursts 
of frustration but I knew that each session only lasted for 45 minutes. 
Until I was a mum.... where it feels like a toddler's tantrum can last all 
day.

So I have put together my favourite temper tantrum strategies that you can implement pretty much 
any where with some very simple resources such as a pencil, paper, masking tape, and playdough. 
These exercises have even helped to calm down my own parent tantrums! 

The trick is to teach children these activities on days when they are feeling relaxed. Then when 
you're having a particularly tough day, the child will already be familiar with what to do.

Help young children to manage their big emotions by...

PUSH HANDS 
TOGETHER DRAW FIGURE 8’S TEAR PAPER

SCRUNCH UP PAPER  
AND THROW IT

SCRIBBLE (SOFT, HARD, 
SLOW, FAST) TO MUSIC SQUEEZE PLAY DOUGH
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Most fine motor skills require the use of both hands at the same time. Typically one hand is  
completing the fine motor activity while the other hand is playing a stable/supportive role. So it is  
important to focus on the child's dominant hand, to develop team work and bilateral coordination  
between both hands, and to teach shoulder stabilisation so that the hands have a strong foundation.

We	need	fine	motor	skills	for:
Doing up buttons (using both hands); opening food packets; writing our name; eating independently 
with utensils; brushing our teeth, tying up shoe laces, using zips, etc.

Finger	proprioception refers to the ability to feel where our fingers are in relation to the rest of our 
body, be able to identify the features of the object that we are holding (the object's size, shape,  
fragile/plastic, hard/squishy) and know how to use the object that we have in our hand, understand the 
amount of force that our hands are applying. 
 
The three exercises pictured below will help children understand their hand. By understanding how our 
hand operates we will then be able to use both hands at the same time and manipulate tools such as 
tongs, pencils, toothbrush, buttons, food containers, etc.).

To develop fine motor skills we need to understand where our hands are in relation 
to the rest of our body (proprioception).

What are fine motor skills?

CLASP TOGETHER PULL APART PUSH TOGETHER
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Fine Motor Skills - Prewriting
Encouraging young children to draw and write while they are young 
has sometimes caused heated discussions in the early learning 
sector. Some educators believe that children should be encouraged 
to play and not be pressured to participate in 'school type' 
activities. Other educators feel like it is an important skill that needs 
to be developed as soon as possible so that children start their first 
year of school 'ready'.

For me, I believe that drawing and scribbling is a great activity for 
young children to practice and enjoy, to teach their brain and body 
about how to use a tool (pencil or crayon) and develop the pincer 
grip that will inevitably be needed at school.

As you can see by the images flowing down the left hand side of this 
page, all three of my children have engaged in handwriting, drawing 
or scribbling from a young age. I would provide them with a range 
of drawing tools such as paint brushes, chalk, crayons, pencils, and 
textas. My husband would often cringe as he saw scribble marks on 
the table from textas. However, I saw this mess as a learning 
opportunity.

When giving an advanced activity to a young child, I always 
encourage parents to prioritise fun over technique. As you can see 
with these photos, Phoebe and Hugh start with a very awkward 
pencil grip, and slowly progress to the pincer grip.

Once Phoebe starts to draw or use a writing tool (pencil, crayon, 
chalk) every day, I will then start to encourage her to use a correct 
pincer grip. However, at the moment she is just enjoying scribbling 
alongside her siblings. She isn't practising this skill enough for her 
poor pencil grip to become a habit. If I was to push perfect technique 
at the moment she would start to avoid the activity, making my job 
harder down the track as she starts school.

To encourage children who avoid handwriting and scribbling I offer 
drawing in a range of different ways to make it fun and exciting. I 
provide colouring opportunities on different coloured paper, I offer 
what looks like my work paper (scrap notes) so they feel like they're 
working with me. I also encourage paint brushing the driveway or 
chalk drawing along the footpath. As I stated above, at this young 
age it is more important to make these activities fun.

Once the child starts to become more competent with their fine 
motor skills (age 3 years) - they're using a spoon to eat 
independently, they can put their own socks and shoes on, they can 
undo zips, etc. I would then start to make sure that they're holding 
their pencil in the correct pincer grip (pinch the pencil with the thumb 
and first finger and rest the pencil on the top of first knuckle of the 
3rd finger). However, until the age of 3 enjoy scribbling with the little 
ones. It's amazing how relaxing scribbling can be!
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Fine Motor Skills - Wrist extension
Wrist extension refers to the position of the wrist whereby 
there is a straight line between the forearm and the hand 
or the hand is extended backward in a pushup type hand 
position.

Wrist flexion refers to the opposite position before you 
flex your hand forward towards your wrist so that there is 
a curve in your wrist.

Pictured left, the top image shows the hands in wrist 
flexion and the bottom image shows the hand in wrist 
extension.

We need a stable wrist extension position to be able to 
write with a pencil for long periods of time, scoop with a 
spoon, cut with scissors smoothly, etc. Children who hold 
their pencil with a flexed hold their pencil tighter so fatigue 
quicker, and typically have more difficulty forming letters.

Wrist Extension Activities

Scooping/Transferring
Provide children with a range 
of different spoons and scoops 
and encourage them to 
transfer/scoop corn kernels, 
rice, sand, oats from one bowl 
or plate to another. This 
activity encourages wrist 
extension as well as 
crossing the midline and 
shoulder stabilisation.
For older children 
encourage them to have their 
wrist straight and to avoid 
leaning their body weight on 
to their opposite arm. For 
younger children, the position 
that Phoebe is in above, is 
expected.

Reach	for	objects	above	
head	height
Placing magnets above head 
height encourages the child 
to reach with their wrist in an 
extended position.	This 
activity also encourages 
dynamic balance, visual 
tracking with the head looking 
upward, and neck strength.

To make this activity more 
challenging, have children 
reach up above their head for 
a moving object, such as a 
balloon, hanging ball,  
puppet, or flashcard attached 
to a popsicle stick.

Handwriting	while	standing	
up	or	writing	on	an	easel
Hugh loves writing on an  
easel or whiteboard. We  
pretend that he is a teacher 
or a shop owner. A standing 
or above head height writing 
position automatically places 
the wrist in to wrist extension.

Wrist extension is important 
for handwriting so that the 
hand can move smoothly as 
it forms shapes and letters. 
Children who write with their 
wrist flexed, usually hold their 
pencil too tight and have 
hard writing pressure, which 
causes writing fatigue.
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Fine Motor Skills - Bilateral Coordination
Bilateral coordination refers to the ability to  
coordinate both sides of the body (left/right, 
top/bottom) at the same time.

We need bilateral coordination to be able to eat 
with a spoon while holding the bowl stable; do 
up buttons; cut a piece of paper; put the texta 
lid back on; handwrite while keeping the piece 
of paper still; throw and catch a ball using both 
hands; jump over a skipping rope; ride a 
bicycle with our legs while steering.

Children who have difficulty with bilateral  
coordination usually find it challenging to cut 
with scissors, hold the paper still as they write, 
put their socks on, do up zips, open food  
packets, throw and catch a large ball, etc.

Bilateral Coordination Activities

Construction/Building
In the image above you can 
see Hugh using two hands to 
put wheels on his construction 
toy. 

There are a huge range of 
amazing building toys such 
as blocks and magnets which 
help children practice their 
bilateral coordination (using 
two hands at the same time), 
and proprioception (applying 
the appropriate amount of 
pressure to squeeze the block 
together).

Tea	Parties
Set up tea parties and picnics 
to help engage children with a 
range of fine motor skills.
Placing play food onto plates 
encourages pincer grip,  
grasping and releasing, and 
spatial awareness. Using 
tongs to pick up and serve 
play food uses pincer grip and 
grasping/releasing.

Serving food on a tray (with 
the hands underneath the 
tray) teaches the skill of wrist 
extension. All crucial motor 
skills for handwriting.

Pipe	Cleaner/Paper	Chains
Creating paper chains and 
pipe cleaner chains is a  
wonderful activity for 
practising bilateral 
coordination (using both 
hands at the same time), 
pincer grip (squeezing small 
items between the thumb and 
first two fingers), spatial  
awareness (looping the pieces 
of paper through the other 
loop) and shoulder 
stabilisation as the child 
needs to keep their upper 
body stable when doing this 
activity. 
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Fine Motor Skills - Pincer Grip
The main elements for pincer grip are to use the thumb, 
first finger, and second finger to grasp small objects such 
as a pencil, bead, or button. For the first three fingers to 
be able to maintain a pincer grip, the fourth and fifth  
fingers need to stay clenched and out of the way of the 
fingers that need to be squeezing the object.

To help children who have difficulty with pincer grip, fold 
up a tissue or have them hold a peg at the same time as 
doing a pincer grip activity so that their fourth and fifth 
finger learn to not be involved in these types of  
activities.

The reason why we want the hand to develop from a full 
hand grip to a pincer grip is so the hand can pick up and 
control smaller objects.
 
Without a controlled pincer grip, children struggle with a 
range of fine motor skills such as handwriting, beading, 
putting on socks, tearing paper, cutting with scissors, 
getting dressed.

PICKING UP SMALL  
OBJECTS

TRANSFERRING SMALL  
OBJECTS FROM CONTAINER

THREADING NUTS AND 
ON AND OFF BOLTS

PEELING MASKING TAPE
OFF TABLE OR FLOOR

SPRINKLING FLOUR, SALT, 
RICE IN FINGER TIPS ABACUS STYLE MAZES
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Fine Motor Skills - Sensory Integration
The area of our brain that controls our movements (motor 
cortex) sits directly next to the area of our brain that receives 
sensations from objects which come in to contact with our 
hands (somatosensory cortex). For example, when we touch 
tiny pebbles with our fingers, our somatosensory cortex tells 
us that our hands are touching something small, wet, cold, and 
then our memory remembers these sensations as being tiny 
pebbles. These sensations tell us that pebbles feel  
different to blueberries or puzzle pieces, and our memory 
helps our muscles know what to do with them, i.e. pick up the 
pebbles and play with them, pinch the paper and tear it, hold 
the button and tilt the button in to the button hole, etc.

Sensory activities are important for learning fine motor skills because our sensations teach our 
hands about touch and proprioception. When we pick up a pebble and drop it, the sensations 
in our hands teach us next time about how hard we need to squeeze the pebble, whether the 
pebbles need extra support because they are slippery, etc.

Sensory Integration Activities

DIFFERENT TEXTURED 
OBJECTS

CREATE MARBLE MAZES 
WITH FABRIC/FELT TEXTURED BOOKS

SAND PLAY (HIDE  
OBJECTS UNDERNEATH)

WATER PLAY INCLUDING 
CUPS, SPOONS, ETC.

BRING NATURE 
INDOORS
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Palmar (Grasp) Reflex

DescriptionWhy	do	babies	need	this	reflex?
The palmar reflex (also known as the grasp 
reflex) is essential for developing fine motor 
skills such as picking up and putting down an 
object, holding a pencil, doing up buttons, etc. 
As a baby, we have an active palmar reflex (as 
you touch a baby's palm they will quickly grasp 
your finger/rattle) to encourage babies to pick up 
and interact with objects in their hands.   

How	to	perform	the	test?
To test the palmar reflex, ask the child to hold 
their hand out flat. Run your finger gently from 
their middle finger down to their thumb (make 
a letter J). As you can see on my daughter's 
hand (pictured right) her plantar reflex is still 
present as her fingers jolted when her palm was 
touched.

What	happens	when	children	still	have	this	
reflex?
A retained palmar reflex has been linked to fine 
motor skills challenges (i.e. holds pencil too 
tight, finds it difficult to tie shoelaces and do up 
buttons), as well as demonstrating poor posture; 
may stick tongue out when using hands; looks 
uncomfortable and awkward when doing fine 
motor skill tasks.

Exercises to improve the Palmar Reflex

Five	finger	pinching
I have found that many 4 year 
old children still have this 
infantile reflex present. 
Complete this exercise by 
pinching each finger with the 
thumb for 1 second, moving 
from pointer finger, to middle 
finger, to little finger and back 
again. Make it more challenging 
by doing this exercise with your 
eyes closed.

LOOK FOR MOVEMENT OF THE LITTLE FINGER

Grasp	and	release
Through the palmar reflex, a 
baby learns to grasp an object 
before they learn to release 
(drop an object).
For children who are finding 
fine motor skills difficult, it is 
important to practice the skill 
of releasing by dropping small 
objects such as soft balls, play 
dough pieces, sprinkles, beads 
(under supervision of course!).

Squeeze	dough
A child learns to integrate their 
palmar reflex by stimulating the 
nerves in the palm of the hand. 
The stimulation of squeezing 
playdough in the palm  
encourages the nerves to relax 
as the muscles of the hand  
control the movement of 
squeezing and relaxing while 
the palmar reflex is no longer 
needed.

What is the Palmar (grasp) Reflex?
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Disclaimer
This training manual has been developed by:

Robyn	Papworth
Exercise Physiologist, Developmental Educator, Certified Trainer, Speaker

All	exercises,	activities,	and	strategies	found	in	this	e-book	are	a	guide	only.

As every child is different and unique in their own way, I highly recommend an individual assessment 
and treatment program designed specifically for your child or student by a health professional in your 
local area.

The goal of this training manual is to raise awareness and inspire activity ideas that will encourage 
motor development for children. However, if at any time you feel that one of these strategies is not 
suitable for your child or student then please cease participation in the activity/ies immediately.

To	make	my	work	successful	across	all	sectors,	your	feedback	is	important,	so	after		
reading	this	book	please	share	your	experiences	and	opinions	at		

robyn@theneurorehabnetwork.com.au  |  Instagram @robynpapworth 
Facebook - www.facebook.com/theneurorehabnetwork
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